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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Kazi IT Center (KITC) Ltd. is an American based multinational company. It is basically a North 

American owned and operates its Headquarters 60 miles outside of Los Angeles, California. The 

company’s target to make the life’s of its customer easier through the help of the technology. 

Their services of the company have helped business owners and other companies complete a 

wide variety of work like e-commerce, auditing, reporting, and surveillance, administrative 

tasks.  

 

In Bangladesh, Kazi It started their business in 2009 as a call center service. But now they 

shifted their business from the call center service to other segment of business. Now they are 

fully operated as a “Property Preservation” company. In 2008 after the world recession, people 

in USA didn’t survive and most of the property became vacant. These vacant properties are 

owned/foreclosed by the Banks and those properties are in very bad condition which needed to 

maintain and preserved.  The purpose of the preservation is to maintain the local ordinance of 

HOA and also make ready the properties to sale. These activities are mostly known as Property 

Preservation.  

 

Basically in 2003, KITC came off his call center business and enter the property preservation 

segment. They stared their business to real estate sector. KITC works as offshore service 

provider at the beginning for property preservation firms in USA, it’s finally decided to starts as 

a new firm. Afterwards on 2015, they started their own property preservation company named 

Virtuworx.  It started operating from Bangladesh representing five fully acquired company in 

USA who already doing business in this country.  

 

Since the business was growing and shifting its model, KITC also launched new departments, 

teams to escalate its daily activities. New teams and departments has different activities and 

also distinctive from old one that’s why older one was not fulfilling the expected results.  

 

To improvise and keep pace in work KITC organized two different focus group discussions and 

12 different and distinctive in depth interviews. By doing such, some major issues has been 

addressed and started to evaluate those. Few of problems are identified for which the company 

was struggling. Such as KPI (Key performance indicator), discrepancies related to work pressure, 

improper job design, missing evaluation process method, absences of research and 

development, HR and absence of proper training module.  
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Such evaluation helped KITC to improve and identified the issues as well as recommendations 

were provided for improvement. On the basis of the research, KITC prepared KPI, R&D, HR, new 

job model and distribution, team coordination module.  By this time they also keep track of 

their business and introduced proved business model and design at the organization.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 ORIGIN OF THE REPORT 

 

The title of the report is “The Overview of management practice in KITC and team 

coordination of Client team, Vendor Management, Operations and alternative approach to 

betterment.” As a requirement for the internship under the BBA program of United 

International University (UIU), the report is prepared. The report is based on the ITES firm 

named Kazi IT Centre Ltd. (KITC). The report has been prepared under the supervision of 

Mosabbir Uddin Ahmed, Assistant professor of United International University (UIU) and it is 

submitted on October 19, 2019.  

 

 

 

1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE REPORT 

 

There are numerous changes that has been brought by the modern technology in human lives. 

It enlarging the power and capably also the efficiency. KITC was formed on this opportunity.  

 

In Bangladesh, Kazi It started their business in 2009 as a call center service. But now they 

shifted their business from the call center service to other segment of business. Now they are 

fully operated as a “Property Preservation” company. In 2008 after the world recession, people 

in USA didn’t survive and most of the property became vacant. These vacant properties are 

owned/foreclosed by the Banks and those properties are in very bad condition which needed to 

maintain and preserved.  The purpose of the preservation is to maintain the local ordinance of 

HOA and also make ready the properties to sale. These activities are mostly known as Property 

Preservation.  

 

Basically in 2003, KITC came off his call center business and enter the property preservation 

segment. They stared their business to real estate sector. KITC works as offshore service 

provider at the beginning for property preservation firms in USA, it’s finally decided to starts as 

a new firm. Afterwards on 2015, they started their own property preservation company named 

Virtuworx.  It started operating from Bangladesh representing five fully acquired company in 

USA who already doing business in this country.  
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Since the business was growing and shifting its model, KITC also launched new departments, 

teams to escalate its daily activities. New teams and departments has different activities and 

also distinctive from old one that’s why older one was not fulfilling the expected results.  

 

 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

 

1.3.1 BROAD OBJECTIVES 

The broad perspective of this study is to assess the current operational process in KITC and 

provide recommendations that can be used as a strategic guide map to improve the efficiency 

level and operations in business development department. 

 

1.3.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

 

1. Figure out the current working process and in client team, vendor management and 

operations.  

2. Map out the evaluation system in different teams.  

3. Issues in daily activities in operations and different teams.  

4. Recommendation of KPI and operations in business development department.  

 

 

 

1.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

 

This report is based on the different challenges and issues in daily activities in business. I have 

working as Analyst, Business Development in KITC from February 15, 2019. I have been 

recruited from Career Boot camp program held in United International University in December 

10, 2018. I have been go through the all the process of requirement as Multinational Company 

go through. I already have been working in this company for around 7 months and I worked in 
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different teams. I have been working in operations in Business Development around 5 months 

and now I am working as a client team coordinator in one of the client company owned by KITC 

named Six stars field services. The report is based on the experience that I gain from all of my 

job duration in KITC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1.5 METHODOLOGY 

 

The report is based on the primary and secondary sources. Most of the information gathered by 

my experience which was working practically in this company. To complete the report I also put 

my knowledge and overall journey in this organization.  

 

 

 

1.5.1 DATA COLLECTION 

 

PRIMARY SOURCE OF DATA 

 

Management personnel and employees of different teams were the primary source of the 

information of this report. Face to face, one to one interviews helps to create the report. 

Information was collected from HR, two different shifts managers, team leads, and client team 

coordinators. I have taken help from my reporting Sr. Manager Arik Watson, Manager Scott 

Williams, and Asst. Manager Leon Mahmud. Also taken help from the Team leads and Vendor 

managers. Some of the information collected from the Accounting team and Audit team.  
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SECONDARY SOURCE OF DATA 

 

 Website of KITC  

 Related publications and articles from internet.  

 Audit and accounting report.  

 Daily Database of KITC.  

 

 

1.5.2 SAMPLE SIZE 

 

There are 3 branches of KITC. Among them the corporate office is situated in Nikunja-2 Dhaka. 

Other two branches are situated in Dhanmondi, Dhaka and Rajshahi. In every branches there 

are two shift. One shift works in Night and another one in Day to maintain the time frame with 

USA.  In the night shift there are 65 employees and 29 employees in day shift are currently 

working in Dhanmondi Branch. Also around 124 employees are working in Nikunja corporate 

office in both shift. Rather than around 40 employees are working in day shift only in Rajshahi 

since there are only one shift in this branch.   

Also KITC operate from USA offices and around 165 people are working there. Most of them are 

in top management and Vendor managers who are working in USA. I have taken a sample of 24 

people of operations, client team and vendor mangers and also top management representing 

both shifts in Dhanmondi.  

 

 

 

 

1.5.3 INTERVIEW AND FGD 

 

Direct approach to research was adopted to make the report. All of them were aware about the 

reason and purpose of this report. Unstructured in depth interview were taken with few 

employees from operations, client communication team and vendor management team, two 

managers from KITC. One FGD (Focus Group Discussion) was arranged from day and night shift 

operations.  
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1.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 

KITC is an ITES (IT enabled Services) company. All of the clients and field contractor are basically 

from USA. The way of communication is based on through e-mail and phone call. So, sometimes 

it may not possible to gather all the information from the crew and clients. Rather than 

company used to change the activities and job responsibilities frequently. That’s the hard part 

for me to keep an eye on all the activities going through the different teams and or a particular 

department since there are sudden shift among the workers to other departments.  

 

 

 

 

 

2.0 COMPANY OVERVIEW 

 

2.1 THE ORGANIZATION 

 

Kazi IT Center Ltd is a North American owned and operated company with its headquartering 60 

miles outside of Los Angeles, California. Its motto is to make the lives of its customers simpler 

through the use of modern technology.  

 

KITC has fabulous growth which started from a call center but after 2014 it converted to a 

outsourcing firm. KITC now working with directly the national client, American banks also the 

vendors in USA.  
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2.2 VISION 

“KITC wishes to be the largest Outsourcing Company in the Bangladesh Information Technology 

industry by providing outstanding service to the International clients.” 

 

2.3 MISSION 

 

“Our Mission is to make Bangladesh IT industry a better place to build career at. Be with the best 

and get the most out of the largest industry of 21st Century.” 

 

2.4 CORE VALUES 

 

KITC believes in following 5 core values – 

 Wow everybody by Outstanding Service 

 Embrace new and Thrive for Change 

 Pursue Evolution and Learning 

 Build a Progressive Team and Family Spirit 

 Construct Open and Candid Interactions with Communication 
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3.0 OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY 

 

As KITC started the business as a call center, but now the main business is only property 

preservation. In 2008, USA faces great recession and after that most of the property become 

vacant. Basically most of the property are owned by Banks and they need to preserve those 

properties since most of them are in very bad condition. Also in USA there are many law 

enforcement agencies like Local police dept., House owners association, HUD and many more. 

That’s why Banks need to maintain those properties. This maintaining work cannot be done by 

the banks since there are lot more properties. So the hire another parties called National Client 

such as named MCS, MSI, M&M, Servicelink (Assetshield), Sand castle, Brookstone. These 

national client hires different companies like KITC. KITC owned several preservation companies. 

They receive work order from the national clients and perform the maintain work and submit 

those to NC (National Client). NC submit those work orders to the Banks. After getting QC done 

Banks pays the NC as well as NC pays our companies. By this KITC earns its revenue by owning 

different companies.   

 

KITC has three different departments for the preservation besides the HR, Accounting and Audit. 

They are:  

 Client Team 

 Vendor Management 

 Operations (Processing)  
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CLIENT TEAM: KITC owned 13 different companies who plays as a single preservation company. 

Every company has a name and team. Client team headed by a Team lead and for supporting 

team members are as client team coordinator. I was lucky that currently I am working in a client 

team named Six star field services as a client team coordinator. Client team basically maintain 

the communication to National client and asked more work orders from them. After getting those 

orders client team send those to the vendor management team to check if they have any 

contractor (Filed Crew) to cover those area. USA is a big country and has many states. SO before 

accepting any work orders from NC, client team check those things. After getting confirmation 

from the VM team, they receive the order and import the order in PPW (Property Preservation 

Wizard) an own made portal to communicate with field crew and receive update of the work. In 

mean time client team need to maintain communication with NC, and need to give update of the 

work. If any issue arises, client team contact with the NC and fixed those.  

 

 

VENDOR MANAGEMENT: Vendor management commonly known as VM are the media to 

contract with the field contractor/crew who work for us. In VM team there are more than 20 

managers who mostly called Territory manager (TO). Different states are allocated to the TO and 

they look after those region. After importing work order in PPW, the VM assign those work orders 

to their contractor/field crew. They maintain communication with them, as well as keep track of 

the update of those work orders. If any work are not performed well, then they need to follow 

up the contractor to make up. VM team plays a crucial part in this property preservation business. 

They need to maintain a good relation with the crew and also recruit new crew. Also they train 

those new contractor so that they get proper knowledge about the preservation. If any escalated 

issues arises, operations and client team approach to VM and VM helps them regarding each wor 

orders. They have special Eyebeam software which are used to talk to the crew. Only VM can talk 

to the field rep and if any special issue arise client team can call them through the VM.  
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OPERATIONS (PROCESSING): Operations department is very crucial part of these business. The 

main purpose of this department is to process all the completed work orders and submit them 

in web based management system of the client. Field crew performed the work of property 

preservation in USA and the operations work in Bangladesh. To evaluate the work of the crew 

we have only way is photo analysis. Contractor performed several preservation work in the 

property and they send still photos of those works. The member of this departments are called 

processor. They receive the photos in web based portal (PPW), and they analyze those photos 

with work order instructions and standard. If all works are done perfectly then they process all 

the information and submit the information along with the photos to client portal. Basically 

processor analyze the quality of work of the field crew as well as present the work in a 

constructive way to client.  

 

I started my job in KITC as a junior business analyst in operations department. After working few 

months I promoted as Analyst. Last month I got a chance to work in client team as a client team 

coordinator. After working 7 months in this industry, I can figure out the whole operation of KITC. 

This business can be operate from Bangladesh and can earn revenue in foreign currency, most 

importantly in USD with a minimum tax.  

 

Currently KITC has 8 companies who are basically client team operating from Bangladesh.  

The name of the companies are:  

 Initial secure field services.  

 Six stars filed services. 

 Roy’s management.  

 Azteq Preservation Company.  
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 South East field services.  

 Happy Home 

 Hureal preservation.  

 Sebrings Preservation Company. 

KITC works for different clients in USA. Some of them are MCS, Service Link, M&M, Sand Castle, NFN, 

AFAS, IMS, MSI, Carrington, Safeguard etc.  

 

Business structure of this property preservation is like:  

 

 

 

                                           Figure: Business structure of property preservation industry 

 

 

Mortagage 
Lender (Banks)

Mortagage 
Service Provider 
(National Client)
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Company (KITC)

Contractor/Field 
Crew
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4.0 ANALYSIS 

 

 

4.1 Structural overview of KITC 

 

The total operation of KITC based on five departments and teams who are directly connected to 

the operations. 

 

The following departments are:   

 

 Importing Team 

 Client Team 

 Vendor Management Team 

 Operations Department (Business Development) 

 Accounting Team 

 

Each and every departments are inter related and depended on each other.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

             FIG: Business Operations in KITC 

CLIENT IMPORTING 

TEAM 

VM CONTRACTOR 

ACCOUNTING OPERATIONS 
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4.2 Responsibilities of Each Departments:  

 

4.2.1 Importing: 

 

The business begins at importing departments. Operations team formed with some 

experienced group. They have a whole knowledge about the business. Most of them are ex-

workers of operations team. The team headed by a line manager/team lead.  

 

 

 

Work Responsibility: 

 

Whenever National client gets a work order approval from banks or mortgage companies they 

create a work order for the property preservation company. National client send frequent e-

mail to different vendors for the work. If any company like KITC accept the work order within 

the price and conditions they assign those work orders to that company. KITC also accepts such 

orders from NC and from that importing team import work order instructions to PPW ( A web 

based portal of KITC).  
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Without the import team others cannot access in this section of PPW. Then the work order not 

assigned to any field contractor. They remain in “Unassigned” status. Importing team also 

provide additional client information in this PPW for further escalations.  

 

 

Here the importing team finished their work. For further assistance they help operations, and 

client team and vendor management if any issue arises regarding work order importing.  

 

 

 

 

 

Escalations and Evaluation: 

 

A very small team works in importing division so that need to evaluate their work and finding 

for any escalation. A senior manager basically leading the team. They faces many issues 

regarding their work. The main problem is uncertainty of work order flows. Sometimes there 

are very few work orders and sometimes there are huge load of work orders. Since the team is 

associated by very few members it become difficult to handle the situation.  

 

Another issue arises when client give us any work order with very low price or bid cut price. 

Basically when client give us any new work order they send us the pricing also. Here importing 

team match those price with the contractor pricing since we need to make profit after paying 
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the rep. Client very few often cut the price and importing team need to collaborate the pricing 

with contractor so that we do not make any losses. SO they also need to edit the work order 

instructions and price for contractor manually. It’s a hard part for the importing team.  
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4.2.2 Vendor Management: 

 

After importing work order in PPW (Property Preservation Wizard) the main work start for the 

vendor manager. They basically handle the communication between the KITC and contractor. 

Here VM starts their work.  

 

Work Responsibility: 

 

Imported work order remain in “Unassigned” status. That time no contractor was assigned for 

that imported work order. The Vendor manager has specific region coverage. They has specific 

states in USA, and also registered contractor for that states. They communicate with those 

contractor with a specific software named “EyeBim” and assigned them that work orders. This 

is called assigning work orders to specific contractor.  
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The vendor manager are called Regional Vendor Manager (RVM). Their most priority is to assign 

the work order to appropriate contractor who knows the work and can complete within due 

date. That’s why they also recruit new contractor to their own regions and expand their area of 

coverage. They also need to follow up ongoing work orders also. They need to explain the work 

to contractor and call them through the eyebeam software. If any issues arises for particular 

work order and need any clarification from the rep then RVM call them and get possible 

clarifications for operations and client team.  

 

 Escalations and Evaluation: 

 

In VM team right now 17 people are working in Bangladesh and 6 in USA. Also few are working 

as Vendor Support team. Basically new recruit under the vendor management are working as 

vendor support. They are learning through the working in the team. KITC working at 34 states in 

USA. These states are divided in different region and VM are associated with these regions. The 

vendor management team is known as Initial secure field services to contractor. But National 

Clients known KITC as different clients.  

 

When I joined in KITC in February 15, 2019 RVM are evaluated by their number of call logs and 

duration of calls to the contractor. But now management changes the evaluation system. Now 

RVM are evaluated by the late percentage of work orders and how many work orders are 

completed within the due date.  Also from this month they need to QC the bids of the 
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contractor. If the provided bids of the contractor are enough to evaluate property damages 

then RVM also get some bonus from the bid approval.  

 

Different issues created in the VM department. Most of our field contractors are independent 

and they are not bound to take any work order from us. Toughest job for the vendor managers 

is to assign work orders to them. Also most of the contractor are not well educated and few of 

them are drug addicted. So it always difficult for the VM to compete all work orders by them. 

Another issue is VM communicate with the rep by phone and most of the VM has not much 

knowledge about property structure and preservation knowledge since they never work in 

operations department. For this reason most of the time it become difficult for them to make 

understand the work order instructions. So they had some hard time in work.  

 

Rest of that they need to make huge numbers of calls to contractor. Some time in a work shift a 

VM attempt 5-6 hours call to the rep. So it become harder to them to concentrate and face 

huge pressure.  
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4.2.3 Client Team: 

 

The main purpose of this department or team to communicate with the Client. Client frequently 

contact with us by e-mail and Skype phone call. They need to give the client proper information 

regarding specific work orders and very timely.  

 

 

Work Responsibility: 

 

Our client always wants to update about work orders since they also need to update the Banks 

or Mortgage companies. Client gives us a work order with a specific time which is called client 

due date. We need to complete the work order at any cost within this due date. Otherwise they 

can cancel the work order and reassign it to another preservation company. If any escalated 

issue arises for the respective work order then client team communicate with clients and asked 

some extensions. For any late work orders client charge us late fines as well as in some issues 

they charge back us for whole work to be complete at our own cost. This is a huge loss for KITC. 

Also as mentioned before, client team also asked work orders from client to increase work 

order volume through e-mail or Skype calls.  

 

 

Escalations and Evaluation: 

 

Since we operate our business from Bangladesh, there is a tap gap between Bangladesh and 

USA. Client office time started from 9 am EST. At that time in Bangladesh it is 7 pm. So all client 

team shift started from 6 pm to 3 pm in BDT. Client team work only at night shift. Every client 

team has a team of 3 members leaded by one team lead. In the basis of the volume of work 

orders, team can be extended or reduced. Team members divided different work among them.  

 

There are no specific evaluation system for client teams. But only thing they need to show is 

the number of work orders they can bring from the clients and quarterly profit generated by 

them. Client team continuously report the CEO of the company. If any escalated issue arises 

then CEO or Chairmen take steps since it’s a client issue.  
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In the most of the case client team faces the problem regarding provide updates to client. In 

some work orders there are no updates from the contractor as well as vendor managers. But 

they need to update client. In such cases they need to convince the client with lie. The reason 

behind telling lie is in most cases client do not accept the right reason and reassign the work 

order to another company. So they need to make up reasons for client for any updates or 

extension request. To communicate with the foreign clients every members need to speak and 

write English frequently.  So do job in client team English proficiency is must needed.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.4 Operations Department:  

 

I joined in KITC as a Junior Analyst, Business Development under the operations department. I 

have been working in this department last few months. In operations department there are two 

shifts in every branches in KITC. Day shift and night shift. Most of the employees are in the 

operations. In specifically in night shift since most of the work made ready for office in night 

shift. Also clients are available in this shift.  

 

People who are working in operations are known as Processor since they process work orders 

and submit it in client web portal. Work orders are distributed in an allocation sheet google 

drive. Work orders distributed by names of the processors by team leads. Work are allocated in 

the basis of experience among the junior analyst, analyst, and senior analyst.  
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From this allocation sheet processor copy the work order number and search the work order in 

PPW wizard. Open the work order and downloads all the photos provided by the 

vendors/contractors. Processors analyse those photos with work order instructions and verify if 

contractor performed the work or not. By analysing the photos processors can easily determine 

if contractor performed his work well or not. If contractor completed all the work then 

processor make the work order presentable, and submit in client site/portals.  

 

 

 

                                                        PPW WIZARD PHOTOS  

 

 

At the time of submission of work order in client site processor need to provide full property 

condition report where all damages of the property are included. Mentioning the damages 

processors need to submit estimates to cure those damages to client so that client can bring 

approval for those work from Banks/Loan companies. Estimates are generally called Bids which 

is one kind of proposal of work that can be performed by us. By addressing these damages in 

the property client wants to keep the property more valuable. When processors face any issues 

regarding the work order or if they think that contractor didn’t performed the work as 

instructed they need to send follow up to contractor. So they reach to vendor manager or client 

teams. Processor put a note in PPW section for the client team or RVM to take care the issues. 

By putting the job note in PPW everyone associated with this work order get notified by e-mail.  
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Work Responsibility: 

 

Currently more than 200 processors work in operations department. In Dhanmondi night shift 

43 processors are work in operations. They report to their Manager and asst. manager. Also 

respective team lead allocate works to them. Right now KITC has 5-7 clients. Among them MCS, 

Assetshield Field service are big clients. Most of the processors knows how to process work 

orders for different clients. Those processors have more knowledge they get more difficult and 

high value work orders. In the basis of knowledge, work orders are allocated to the processors.  

 

 

 

Escalations and Evaluation: 

 

Employees in operations are evaluated on the basis of Key performance Indicator (KPI). KPI has 

been set up as the working time of the employee on the basis of their joining in KITC. Also day 

to day operations performance are evaluated in point systems. Every work order has point 

value as per work order value. High value work order has higher point and maintenance work 

order has other points, also general maintenance work order has low points. Also points can be 

higher on the basis of bids number and bids value of particular work order. Processors who are 

working more than 2 years have to be complete at least 12 points every day. Minimum points is 

6 those who completed at least 3 months.  

 

                                                      FIGURE: Point Table In Allocation Sheet 
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Bid approval amount has been tracked in every bid approval work order and processor also get 

certain amount of sales bonus on the basis of approval amount. Base on the national client’s 

percentage of sales bonus has been fixed. KPI also fixed on the basis of these bid approval 

bonus. On the basis of the job life every processor must hit his/her bid approval bonus.  

 

Processors are the ending of this business process. At last processors submit the work orders to 

client site. Most of the time contractor could not perform the work as per instructions. 

Processors need to verify all those and need to contact respective vendor’s managers to solve 

all those issues. In spite of that on submitted work order has been sent back to us for this 

uncompleted work. Client send us rejection on that particular work for not completing the work 

as per instructions. Those rejected work are called RTV (Returned to Vendor). Processors also 

need to solve this RTV. Sometimes RTV solution make escalation on the work order. Few of 

cases, client ask some clarification also. Processors need to go through the previous processed 

work order again to solve the rejection and provide justification to clients.  

 

  

                                                      FIGURE: RTV SHEET 

 

Processors in day shift has less idea about the business and clients since in day time no client 

team and vendor managers are available. It has a huge effect on day shift operations.  
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4.2.5 Accounting Team: 

 

Accounting team in KITC does not involved in company day to day accounting. This team only 

take care of the filed contractor payment disbursement. They QC each and every work order 

invoice before clear the payment of the contractor. KITC pay the contractors on weekly basis. 

After completing a work order and submitting it in client site, client QC the work order and 

closed it after it. If no denial remain by client then contractors are paid.  

 

Accounting team disburse this payment. KITC pay the contractor before getting paid by client. 

So accounting team need to verify if contractor payment is justified or not. Client also adjust 

invoice for us. So it is hard to identify if client will pay us in full. In those cases, accounting held 

the payment of contractors until we confirm that client full payment.  

 

 

 

Escalations and Evaluation: 

 

In few cases, clients adjusted the invoice of work order after QC the work order. Accounting 

team’s responsibility is to adjust the invoice of contractors invoice also. Most of the time 

contractors dispute the invoice adjustment and denied to work further. In some cases they 

threat to sue the company. This escalation issue need to be solved by the team.  

 

Also this accounting team consists of only seven members. It became difficult for this small 

team to QC each and every work order and invoice. Since it is a very crucial work and related to 

money they need to be so much accurate with efficiency. Here the team faces challenges. 

 

Sometimes field contractor needs to contact the accounting team directly related to payment 

issue which cannot be solved by e-mail. But this team works in day shift and this shift 

mismatching create so many confusions and escalations between the accounting team and 

contractors as well as client team/vendors managers.  
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There are no SOP sited for the accounting team but they can get some bonus after challenging 

any invoice error occurred by processors. They send invoice error e-mail to respective 

processor keeping managers in loop.  Since KITC work on the basis of the USA time so 

accounting team need to clear all the payment within Monday to Wednesday in every week.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.0 Problems in Current Management: 

 

 

 The most important issue that KITC facing is lack of manpower. Since it is a BPO industry 

and ITES company, most of the fresh graduates are not aware about this industry in 

Bangladesh. It’s not so much popular sector currently. So always lacking of manpower 

issue arises and faced by KITC.  

 In Bangladesh still now night shift job is odd job for the people. Also we are not used to 

this type of job. So many of the employees join this company but after few days they 

resign from this job. That’s why KITC faces most employee turnover at this time.  

 KITC approve only one day (Sunday) leave in a week. There no public holidays in KITC. It 

create a heavy pressure to the current employees. Also all employees do not get any 

holidays in Eid. It create a bad impression to the employees. That’s why always 

employee’s dissatisfaction exist in this company.   

 English is the only language we use in KITC to contact with our client as well as 

contractors. KITC operated a business from Bangladesh but main business in USA. Most 

of the times employees with good English are main requirement for KITC. Here most of 

the job seekers are not qualifying.  
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 6.0 Internal Problems in Current Management: 

 

 

 The current management set up the operations of property preservation from last 1 

years. There are always changes in the functions without any further study. It makes 

employee unhappy and dissatisfied. Frequent changes in functions hampers the smooth 

operations also.  

 More than 34 states are covered by KITC in USA. It has largest coverage to USA in 

preservation business. It create a chaos to the operations since other companies has 

lower coverage and better service. In this way client also satisfied by their service. 

Whereas KITC serves a larger area and cannot provide such service compare to its 

competitors.  

 Another internal issue arises when current top management take decisions without 

concerning the line managers/branch managers. That’s why most of the decisions back 

fires and does not valid for long times. It hampers the full operations of KITC. 

 There are many departments in KITC. Most of the departments does not carry any exact 

evaluation systems as well as frequent changes in evaluation system make difficult for 

the company. 

 There are no research and development department in KITC right now. Without proper 

research and QC no companies can come over any difficulties. So it also an escalation 

for KITC. 

 After joining in KITC every employee get an on job training. After that they are assigned 

to a particular trainer. There are no frequent training sessions and it hampered the 

training and knowledge of the new employee. They need to learn from their experience. 

It creates lots of mistakes.  

 Salary revision and increment policy has not specified. It decided by the top 

management which create job dissatisfaction in the organization. 

 Most of the managers has no power to take decisions. They need to depend on the top 

management. Since the top management takes all the decisions which may not work.  
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

7.1.1 Importing Team 

 

 Night shift employees can assist the importing team especially from operations since 

they have much knowledge about pricing and business. A set employees can be trained 

up from the night shift to assist the team. 

 There must be a systematic evaluation systems for the team which can make better 

performance.  

 

 

7.1.2 Vendor Management Team 

 

 A proper allocation of region for a specific time period can make a good relation 

between the managers and contractors. Most of the time frequent changes happen to 

the region allocation of the managers which make a hampers for them.  

 A proper budget can be allocated to give incentives to vendors for the managers. It can 

make the contractor happier and lots of work can be completed by them. 

 Work allocation throughout the team need a proper research. Without research it will 

not work well.  

 

 

7.1.3 Client Team 

 

 Client team’s most important task is to update the client for work order. Any update for 

the work order can be get by contractors and client team no access to communicate the 

field rep. They need to go through the vendor’s managers and it hampers the time. 

Client team have to be access to communicate to particular vendors for any update.  

 Most of the time client team has lack of man power. Base on the work orders more 

members can be allocated to the team.  
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 Job responsibility can be separated and operations can be helping hand for the team 

when necessary.  

 

 

 

 

7.1.4 Operations Department: 

 

 

 Operations from day shift has not much knowledge about total operations of the 

company. A roasting shift can be arranged for the day shift which can make overall 

operations smoother.  

 Communication training can be arranged to train up the operations.  

 More training can be arranged for specific client. New client work orders processing is 

more problematic for the operations. So every week new training can be arranged.   

 

 

7.1.5 Accounting Team: 

 

 As importing team a night shift accounting team can be formed so that we can get 

better update in night sift operations. Client team and vendor management team also 

presents in night shift so it will make a good negotiation between these teams.  
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OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 

 A separate QC team need to be formed to QC the operations. It can help to find out 

overall common mistakes and take necessary steps to overcome those lacking.  

 A proper evaluation team/department can be formed to evaluate all the departments 

and employees based on their work performances.  

 A research and development department can be formed for better performance of the 

company.  

 Decision making should be on the basis of the research. Need to communicate with the 

managers and employees for better decisions. 

 

 

8.0 CONCLUTIONS: 

 

KITC will be celebrate its 10th year anniversary in November this year. It passed a great time in 

last few years. Though the property preservation industry in Bangladesh is totally new and KITC 

successfully carry forward its business. Since there are many escalations KITC faces in every 

time and if they can solve them it can grow faster. Also as per research, in coming years world 

can face a great recessions, which means more people will face the loan defaulting crisis and 

more properties will be added to this industry. Also KITC now owns a National client name 

APPEX Property Preservation. It can be a golden future for this company.  

 

Bangladesh now growing faster and IT sector get more incentives from Government. It is the 

best time for the company to expand their business and make more impact in the IT industry in 

this country.  

 

The company never dreamed to be a millionaire company at first stage of the business. But now 

they grown up and dream to be a billionaire company in next few years. If Kazi IT Centre Ltd. 

Can make some changes based on their research and implement it, then it will be one of the 

largest company in the Bangladesh.   
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